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ABSTRACT

Wireless Sensor Networks WSNs are unique networks which  include gadgets (sensor nodes) in large 
numbers and spatial distribution. They have various sensing capability and cooperate to perform 
common place project. Clustering is one of the simplest strategies used to remedy the problem of 
electricity intake in WSNs. Grid based totally clustering has established its performance specifically for 
high dynamic networks. The girds' method used in this   study is applied on dense network and divides the 
community location into multiple grid cells with one-of-a-kind densities (High, Low, and empty). Then 
grids are mixed to form clusters as ordinary and superior clusters. Cluster head is elected for every 
cluster primarily based on high energy. This new counseled method is carried out and examined the use 
of MATLAB. The results display that this advised approach works well at one hundred fifty node WSN and 
grid length among five-10 units where the community lifestyles time is 633 seconds approximately.
Keywords : WSN; SENSOR NODES; SENSOR NETWORK; SINK NODE; BIODIVERSITY MAPPING; 
Sensomax; MuDi-Stream

A wireless sensor community (WSN) is a 
collection of spatially scattered masses or 
thousands sensor nodes that has  the ability of 
sensing, speaking and computing. It embedded in 
bodily areas, continuously accumulate a big 
quantity of records from the surroundings. 
Thereafter WSN is useful era in lots of domains 
which include tracking, monitoring, clinical 
investigations and greater. Any WSN incorporate 
unmarried or numerous sinks, single or numerous 
sources and many sensor nodes organized in an 
area with a positive topology. The sensor nodes 
can include unique sensors inclusive of 
temperature sensor, sound sensor, pressure 
sensor, humidity sensor, etc. .  When this sensor 
nodes sense factors from the environment that it 
embedded in, the analogue sign is transformed in 
to virtual statistics through the usage of the 

processing devices in the sensor nodes through 
the analogue to digital converter module, after 
that the data is sent to the bottom station for 
processing. Wireless sensor node can talk without 
delay to base station also. It could talk with each 
other 1, 2, 3.
Wireless sensor nodes are organization of 
hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes that has the 
potential of sensing, speaking and computing. It 
music the physical surroundings constantly and 
gather the records from surroundings. When  this  
sensor nodes feel the element from the 
environment, the analog signal is transformed 
into virtual information with the aid of the use of 
the processing unit in the sensor node via the ADC 
then the information is shipped  to the bottom 

[2]station for processing. 

INTRODUCTION

Fig.1 :  Communication between sensor node and sink node
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Wireless sensor community (WSN) faces many 
troubles from the motive of price saving and the 
small length of nodes effects to restrained 
reminiscence garage, constrained computation 

[1]
energy, and constrained electricity source.  These 
nodes are typically deployed inside the unsafe 
location where the battery substitutes are not 
possible such in biodiversity mapping, In the 
biodiversity mapping, sensor nodes are used to 
take a look at the wild existence, even as in 
disaster remedy operation sensor nodes are 
dropped  from the plane over the natural world, 
every node  measures the temperature and derive 
the “temperature map”.
It's tough to replace the batteries in lots of 
applications. Therefore, WSN requires a power 
green routing protocol. The sensor nodes have 
constrained energy within the form of batteries, If 
the protocol is unable to stability burden most of 
the nodes, the sensor node should die.  

 
Routing protocol is in particular divided into parts
[3]

: One is flat routing, every sensor node performs 
the equal role and sends their statistics to sink 
node directly which continually effects in 
excessive records redundancy and quicker power 
consumption. The other is hierarchical routing. In 
hierarchical routing, the whole network is split 
into numerous clusters. Each cluster consists of a 
few source nodes and a cluster head.
Sensor nodes, referred as source nodes, can 
acquire records from the tracking area and ship 
the sensing facts to their corresponding cluster 
head. The cluster head is elected from all of the 
sensor nodes in a cluster according to some 
standards, and is liable for gathering sensing facts 

[4]
from supply nodes.  After receiving statistics 
from source nodes, the cluster head also performs 
data aggregation to reduce the statistics size 
earlier than sending facts to the sink, which 
similarly reduces the strength expended for 
statistics switch. Clustering primarily based 
routing algorithms are more appropriate and 
green than flat routing algorithms in WSN.
The cluster routing is power efficient routing 
method wherein nodes have excessive energies 
which  are non linearly decided on for processing 
and sending information while nodes those 
having low energies are used for sensing and 
sending statistics to cluster heads(CHs).With this 

belongings cluster based totally routing 
contributes to scalability, lifetime maximization 
and electricity minimization. The cluster 
primarily based routing are classified into 3 
classes: block cluster primarily based, grid cluster 

[2]
based totally and chain based routing  protocols . 
Density-based totally clustering algorithm 
unearths the non-linear fashioned clusters along  

[10]side the noise in data. Dense regions of gadgets 
bear in mind as the cluster which can be remoted 
with the aid of the low density location. The grids 
primarily based clustering are   applied inside the 
dense networks, that network is split into grids. 
The grids are labeled in keeping with their density 
(High dense, Low dense, Empty) then the grids   

[11]are aggregated to shape cluster. 
This sort of cluster in wireless sensor network is 
used for large-scale density place. In that form of 
network massive quantity of sensor nodes are 
deployed in certain region.

RELATED  WORK
[14]

Chiara Buratti (2013)  said Wireless Sensor 
Network is a useful resource constraint commu-
nity, wherein all sensor nodes have confined 
resources. In order to shop sources and electricity 
records must be aggregated to reduce the amount 
of visitors inside the network. Data aggregation 
has to accomplish with the assist of clustering 
scheme. Clusters lessen the localized site visitors 
via grouping sensor nodes and compress the data 
together and then transmit handiest compact 
information to base station. Therefore, best 
cluster head choice is crucial to maximize the life 
of the network via utilizing the restricted 
electricity in an efficient way. Various algorithms 
are proposed for the selection of cluster head for 
maximizing the community existence time. This 
paper is targeted on the survey of such algorithms. 
In current instances, wireless sensor networks 
(WSNs) have grown to be progressively extra 
attractive and feature located their way into a wide 
kind of packages and structures because of their 
low fee, self-organizing behavior, and sensing 
capability in harsh environments. A WSN is a 
collection of nodes prepared into a network. 
Routing is a crucial era in WSNs and may be more 
or less divided into categories: flat routing and 
hierarchical routing. In a flat routing topology, all 
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nodes have identical capability and perform the 
identical assignment in the community. Nodes in a 
hierarchical topology do distinctive obligations in 

[15]
WSNs and are normally arranged into clusters.  
M. Ali and S. K. Ravula (2013) surveyed on 
cluster-based routing schemes for WSNs  which  
have  been carried out and comparisons were  
made on the basis of overall performance of 
elements inclusive of latency, scalability, and 
power recognition. Strengths and barriers of 
every scheme are supplied, and open problems 
that should be addressed in the design of cluster-
based routing algorithms are discussed. In this 
paper, we present a top level view of cluster-based 
routing algorithms in WSNs. We speak the 
benefits and taxonomy of clusters primarily based 
routing algorithms in WSNs. In addition, we 
evaluate exceptional strategies on the idea of 
diverse overall performance measures. It is 
obvious that the different clusters primarily based 
routing algorithms cited above may be used to 
enhance the performance of WSNs Density-
primarily based clustering can detect arbitrary 
form clusters, manage outliers and do not need the 
range of clusters in advance. However, J. Han 

[16] (2013) can't work properly in multi density 
environments. The present multi density 
clustering algorithms have some problems so as to 
be relevant for facts streams which include the 
want of whole facts to carry out clustering, two-
bypass clustering and excessive execution time. 
Data flow arrives constantly and they ought to be 
processed in limited time and reminiscence. 
Therefore, we want a set of rules to cluster facts 
flow with exceptional densities as well as to 
triumph over the demanding situations in 
clustering facts streams. In this paper, we 
introduce a Multi-Density clustering algorithm 
for statistics circulation known as MuDi-Stream. 
MuDi-Stream is an online offline clustering set of 
rules, in which the net section bureaucracy core-
mini-clusters using a brand new proposed center 
distance and offline phase clusters the middle-
mini-clusters based totally on a density based 
method. The new core distance known as mini 
center distance which  is calculated primarily 
based on the wide variety of neighboring 
information factors across the core. Therefore, the 
algorithm has one of a kind core distances for 
unique clusters that ends in cowl multi density 

environments. A novel pruning method is 
likewise used to clear out the real records from the 
noise with the aid of mapping the outliers in the 
grid. The grid structure keeps the neighbors of the 
records factor to determine mini-center distance 
and eliminate noise successfully. Our perfor-
mance have a look at over synthetic data sets 
which  demonstrate effectiveness of our method.
With wireless sensor networks (WSN) now 
effortlessly to be had and capable of tracking more 
than one bodily phenomena over the years, large 
volumes of records can now effortlessly be 
generated inside the shape of more than one co-
evolving facts streams. This gives some of 
challenging obligations for the analyst, who 
regularly seeks to reveal such information in real-
time for the purposes of summarization, anomaly 
detection and prediction. WSNs often be afflicted 
by intense useful resource constraints that you 
save them from making use of computational 
algorithms on massive datasets as in conventional 
structures. Sensomax is an agent-based totally 
and object-oriented WSN middleware, that is 
capable of executing a couple of concurrent 
applications based on their required operational 
paradigm. Its component based totally structure 
capabilities seamless integration of light weight 
computational algorithms at distinct ranges 

[17] throughout the network. M. Haghighi (2013)  
offered the initial work on a singular set of rules 
capable of detecting extensive alternate points, or 
“factors of interest” in an unsupervised fashion 
throughout multiple records streams in parallel. 
The set of rules is based on an incremental 
dimensionality discount method referred to as 
subspace monitoring. Sensomax exploits this set 
of rules to discover the alternate factors and 
dynamically reply to the applications' demands at 
the same time as executing concurrent programs, 
switching operational paradigms and reorgani-
zing at cluster and network levels.

[18]
Han J (2014)  stated that  clustering facts 
streams have  drawn plenty of interest within the 
previous few years due to their ever growing 
presence. Data streams placed additional 
demanding situations on clustering which include 
restrained time and memory and one bypass 
clustering. Furthermore, discovering clusters 
with arbitrary shapes is very important in records 
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circulate packages. Data streams are endless and 
evolving over the years, and we do now not have 
any expertise about the variety of clusters. In a 
facts flow environment due to various factors, 
some noise appears now and again. Density based 
totally approach is a fantastic elegance in 
clustering records streams, which has the 
capability to discover arbitrary form clusters and 
to come across noise. Furthermore, it does now 
not want the number of clusters in advance.

METHODOLOGY
This research specializes in density primarily 
based and grid-based totally clustering strategies. 
In grid based clustering, the information space is 
partitioned right into a finite number of identical 
space cells known as grids, after which 
topological neighbor search is carried out on those 
grids to group the factors of the closer grids. Grid-
based clustering has rapid processing time when 
it's miles as compared with different types of 
clustering algorithms because all clustering 
operations are done at the grid cells rather than the 
facts items. Many challenges are faced on this 
kind of clustering which might be:
Determining the first-class size of grids: If the grid 
size is simply too huge, multiple cluster might be 

formed inner one grid mobile. In the alternative 
hand, if the grid size is small, an unmarried cluster 
may be spread through more than one grid 
cellular.The locality trouble: When the statistics 
space has clusters with variable densities and 
arbitrary shapes, the worldwide density threshold 
can't bring about clusters with much less density.
Selecting the   merging condition that produces  
efficient clusters. Density based totally clustering 
is any other exquisite method of clustering. The 
concept of this sort of clustering is set classifying 
the facts set primarily based on the dense areas, as 
an instance, if factors are very near dense vicinity, 
then those factors taken into consideration to be 
elements of the cluster of the dense vicinity. 
Density based totally technique has the potential 
to differentiate among the arbitrary form clusters 
and to hit upon noise by considering dense areas 
of gadgets as clusters and coffee density location 
as noise.20 Density grid-primarily based 
algorithms work on 3 ranges. In the primary level, 
partitioning the facts space into similarly area 
walls referred to as grids is carried out. Then, 
every facts point in statistics set is mapped into a 
grid. Finally, one of the density-primarily based 
algorithms is carried out into grids to form the 
clusters

Fig. 2: Flow Chart
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RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION
The algorithms  run for different grid sizes to 
show the effect of grid size on the computational 
time, number of formed clusters, and network 
lifetime. Table 1 shows the node and grid 
coordinates. For this range, number of formed 
clusters range from 90 to 6 clusters. Fig. 6 
represents grid different grid size with the number 
of formed clusters. Network lifetime is an 
important consideration of WSN. Fig. 7 
represents the network lifetime versus grid size. 

From the figure, network lifetime ranges between 
230 to 250 seconds between grid sizes 10 to 15. 
Although networks with 1 grid size have most 
better performance (life time) than other grid sizes 
that is 900 seconds, this experiment is excluded 
because each cluster has average of 1 to 2 nodes 
maximum which violates the logic of cluster 
forming strategy. In addition, its computation 
time to form clusters is very high as shown in 
Table.

Table 1: Node and Grid Coordinates 

x-coordinate  y-coordinate  Grid position(x)  Grid position(y) 

55.2291  20.8461  6.0000  3.0000

62.9883 56.4980 7.0000  6.0000

3.1991   64.0312  1.0000  7.0000

61.4713  41.7029  7.0000  5.0000

36.2411  20.5979  4.0000  3.0000 

4.9533  94.7933  1.0000  10.0000 

48.9570  8.2071  5.0000  1.0000 

19.2510  10.5709  2.0000  2.0000 

12.3084 14.2041  2.0000  2.0000 

20.5494    16.6460  3.0000  2.0000 

14.6515   62.0959 2.0000 7.0000 

18.9072  57.3710  2.0000  6.0000 

Table 2: Grid Counter (Number of nodes per Grid)

 Grid 1 Grid 2 Grid 3 Grid 4 Grid 5 Grid 6 Grid 7 Grid 8 Grid 9 Grid 10

Grid 1 0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  1  0 

Grid 2 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1 

Grid 3 0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0 

Grid 4 1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0 

Grid 5 1  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0 

Grid 6 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1 

Grid 7 1  0  1  1  0  0  1  0  0  0 

Grid 8 0  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  1 

Grid 9 0  2  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  0 

Grid 10 0  0  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  0 
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Fig 3: Grid Based sensor node deployment

Fig 4: Classification of Grid Type (blue:empty,green:low density Red:high density)

Fig 5: Network lifetime at different threshold (base std deviation, average
density and mode of density)
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Fig 6: Number of formed cluster (base std deviation: blue, average density: black
and mode of density: red)

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a brand new clustering 
approach for wireless sensor networks WSNs is  
based totally on of density grid based totally 
clustering. In this method, the network location 
divided into grids that are labeled as high dense, 
low dense and empty grids in step with the 
quantity of nodes inside the cluster. These grids 
combined to form clusters wherein empty girds 
are excluded, adjacent excessive dense grids are 
joined within the cluster, adjacent excessive dense 
grid and occasional dense grid are also joined 
inside the cluster, and adjoining low dense grids 
will become as outlier of a cluster. To decide the 
suitable cluster head, cluster nodes are allotted as 
everyday nodes and increase nodes in which the 
cluster head to start with is chosen from the 
improvement nodes with minimal distance to base 
station. Then the cluster head may be elected 
primarily based on highest electricity. This new 
recommended technique is carried out and tested 
using MATLAB. Experiments confirmed that to 
determine the appropriate grid size, then the 
variety of nodes for each cluster, we carried out 
the experiments for approximately 10 times 
where common effects are considered. The 
maximum suitable grid size which exhibits 
pleasant results in terms of community existence 
time is between five to 10 gadgets with 150 nodes 
inside the WSN region.
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